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CAD Drawing 
Drawing with AutoCAD2017 
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 1 . Technical drawing 

Technical drawing is the set of procedures, tools and techniques used to create and communicate 
the shape and dimensions of an object. 

We learned in previous units how to draw and add dimensions on objects following the rules of 
technical drawing.  All those procedures were done in a manual way.  Nowadays, most drawings are 
done using computer programs that allow to draw and print in an easy way plans, pieces, 
perspectives, cuts, etc. 

Those programs receive the generic name of CAD (Computer Aided Design) software.  The 
standard software for CAD is AutoCAD from the company Autodesk.   

CAD software offers several advantages over manual drawing. 

a. Handmade drawings require lots of space to be saved.  CAD drawings can be saved like any 
other computer file. 

b. When we need to make a modification in a handmade drawing it means that you have to 
repeat the drawing.  In a CAD drawing you have to correct the stored file. 

c. Starting from a CAD drawing you can easily obtain cuts, sections, views…etc. 
d. We can animate your drawings. 

 2 . Introduction - Coordinate systems 

In order you can use a CAD program it is necessary to be able to locate the exact position of any 
element in the drawing.  To do so we have to use a coordinate system. 

Those systems work in a very similar way to the game “Navy wars” (hundir la flota). 
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In the previous picture the position for the small ship (the one formed by just one square) is 
defined by the letter C and the number 5.  We will refer to this point with the notation (C,5). 

As you can see, the central part of the big ship will be named (G,4). 

AutoCAD defines the coordinates in a similar way.  The only difference is that instead of using 
letters, we will be using numbers.  These numbers express the horizontal and vertical distance 
between the point and the origin of coordinates.  That is: 
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The coordinates for the selected point are (4,2).  The first number refers 
to the right-left position and the second one to the up-down movement. 

The point where the two main lines meet is called origin of coordinates.  
The coordinates for this point are (0,0). 

When we are working with AutoCAD the coordinates for the point the 
cursor is over, can be shown in the low right corner of the screen (you must 
activate that option in the customization button of the status bar). 

This type of coordinate system is called absolute coordinates.   

AutoCAD can also use other types of coordinate systems; the most important ones are: 

e. Relative coordinates: They reflect how coordinates change from the ones on the previous 
point. 

f. Polar coordinates:  They are formed by two elements.  The first one is the distance between 
the origin of coordinates and the actual point.  The second one is the angle defined between 
the horizontal axis and the segment starting in the origin of coordinates and finishing on the 
actual point.  

g. Relative polar coordinates: They work as the polar coordinates but they use the previous 
point as a reference for the distance.   

 3 . Drawing lines 

 3.1  Line Command 

To draw a line, click the Line tool in the Draw panel of the 
Home tab:  

Alternatively, you can type line or just l in the Command 
window, and then press Enter or the Spacebar. 

You will see that the prompt in the Command window is asking 
for a point location. 

 

That means that AutoCAD is waiting for you to set the first point on the line. 

To specify the starting point for this line, you have to options: 

a. Type in the coordinates for this point.  Usually it is a good idea to start your drawing by 
locating one corner of your model at 0,0, which is called the origin point. To locate additional 
points, you could specify additional X,Y coordinate locations in the drawing area, however 
more efficient methods for specifying points are available. 

b. Click with the mouse on the point you want the line to start. 

After you have specified this first point, the line command automatically repeats itself, and it 
keeps prompting you for additional points.  

Press Enter or the Spacebar to end the sequence. 

To define the two coordinates for a point, first, you need to type the value for the x coordinate.  
Then you press the comma key to change to the y coordinate and you enter the y value. 
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 3.2  Define points for your lines 

Once you have created the first point on your line there are two main ways of defining the 
following points: 

Using relative polar coordinates 

This is the default option in AutoCAD.   

- The first number you type is going to by the segment length. 
- Then you type the TAB key and the computer will be waiting for you to tell the value of the 

angle between the line and the horizontal. 

Using relative rectangular coordinates 

You need to keep in mind that by default, we are using relative coordinates. 

- First, you need to type the value for the x coordinate. 
- Then you press the comma key to change to the y coordinate and you enter the y value. 

 3.3  Closing the perimeter of a piece 

Once that you have defined all the perimeter points of a piece you can press the C key to close 
the perimeter and leave the line command. 

 3.4  Orthomode Option 

When you want to draw horizontal or vertical lines you can use the Orthomode option.  This 
option can be activated in two different ways: 

a. Pressing the F8 key. 
b. Clicking the Orthomode button in the status bar. 

The status bar is located on the bottom right corner of the screen, initially it looks like this: 

 

It contains a lot of different options that we can apply in our drawings. 

In this case we need to press the bottom inside the orange square: 

 

From that moment on all the lines you draw will be horizontal or vertical depending on the 
direction you move your mouse. 

After you have activated the orthomode option and you have defined the first point of the line 
you only have to move the mouse cursor in the direction you want to draw the new line and enter 
the length of this line using the command input window. 

To exit the Orthomode optinon, you can: 

a. Press the F8 key again. 
b. Clicking the Orthomode button in the status bar. 

 3.5  Drawing a new line 

When you press the Enter key, AutoCAD repeats the command that has been used last.  So, if you 
want to draw a new line after you have drawn a previous one, you only have to press the Enter key 
again. 
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 3.6  Lock to the last point 

If you press the Enter key twice you will not only be entering the line command, but also the last 
point from the previous line will become the first one for the new line. 

 3.7  Selecting and deleting objects 

Using AutoCAD, you can delete any part of the drawing at any time.  Before deleting any object, 
you have to tell the program what elements you want to delete.  To do so you have to select them. 

There are several ways of selecting parts of your drawing: 

Selecting independent elements 

The only thing that you have to do to select elements in your drawing is to click over the object 
you want to select.  You can select as many elements as you want.  If you keep on clicking over 
elements in your drawing they will be added to the selection. 

The elements selected will be shown in the screen as dotted lines and blue squared points. 

Be careful: Before start selecting elements, make sure AutoCAD is not trying to do any other action.  
To do so press the ESC key until the command input window shows the text “Cancel”. 

After you have selected the elements you want to delete, there are two ways to delete those 
elements: 

a. Press the Supr Key. 
b. Right-click on the screen, a contextual menu will appear.  Select the Erase option on it. 

Window selection 

Click and drag the mouse to the right to define a window.  A blue 
window will appear.  If you click again the window will be created and all 
the elements completely contained in the window will be selected. 

Capture selection 

Capture works in a similar way to the window selection.  The difference is 
that the selection has to be made moving the cursor from right to left.   All 
the elements touched by the window will be selected.  The Capture window 
is also blue but the line that defines it is now a dot line. 

 

Remove from selection 

It allows you to deselect elements you have selected by mistake.  You only have to keep the Shift 
key pressed and click again over the elements you want to remove of the selection. 

Hint: The fastest way to deselect all the objects in a selection is by clicking the ESC key. 
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 4 . Object Snaps 

Sometimes we need to draw a line starting or finishing in a special point of a line (or any other 
object) previously draw (i.e. final o starting point).  In these cases, you can use the Object snaps 
option. 

AutoCAD allows, while you are drawing, to take important points in the elements that have been 
already drawn as references.  For example, when you want to draw a line starting in the middle of a 
previous one or when you want a line to finish being perpendicular to a previous one... 

In the illustration on the right, several different kinds of object 
snaps are represented by markers. 

Object snaps is operational by default, and it becomes 
available during a command whenever AutoCAD ask you to 
specify a point. For example, if you start a new line and move your 
cursor near the endpoint of an existing line, the cursor will 
automatically snap to it. 

 

You can activate or deactivate this option by clicking the Object Snap button in the Status bar: 

 

When the Object Snap option is activated it will be enough to move the mouse cursor near the 
desired point.  When you do so, the desired point will be framed into a green square, if you click at 
that moment you will have captured the point you were interested in. 

You also have the possibility of modifying the type of points AutoCAD 
understands as “important”.  To do so you have to click the arrow on the right 
side of the Object Snap button Options...  A popup list similar to the one on the 
right will appear.  There, you will be able to select the kind of points you want 
AutoCAD to detect as “important”. 

A most powerful way to use this tool is to write a key word before selecting the 
point.  This key word tells AutoCAD about the type of point you are going to use.  
E.g. for a tangent point the key word is tan, the key word for midpoint is mid. 

By default, these “important” points are: Endpoint, Center, Intersection and 
Extension. 

As you can see every type of “important” point has a different icon. 

Be careful: This option can lead you to mistakes.  If the option is activated the 
cursor will select “the important” point in the other element when you are close to it, no matter if 
you want it or not. 
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 5 . Zoom 

Sometimes you will need to have a closer view of your drawing to see the details or maybe you 
will have to move away from the drawing to see it as a whole.  To do so AutoCAD has the Zoom tool. 

The easiest way to use the Zoom tool is by turning the mouse scroll wheel.  If you turn up the 
wheel you will get closer to the drawing and if you turn down the wheel you will move away from it. 

 6 . Forcing coordinates.  Snap mode 

The Snap mode activates an invisible grid.  When this command is at work, the mouse cursor 
does not move in a continuous way, it “jumps” between the points in the grid.  The default distance 
between the points in the grid is 10 millimeters. 

This command will allow you to draw lines with a length equal or just an exact multiple of the 
defined value. 

To activate and deactivate the Snap mode you need to click the Snap mode button in the status 
bar: 

 

Changing the distance between points in the Snap mode option  

To change de distance between points in the Snap mode option you need 
to click the arrow on the right side of the Snap mode button.  Then you need 
to select the Snap settings… option: 

The Snap Settings window will appear.  You only need to define the new 
values in the Snap spacing section of the Snap and Grid tab, and then click the OK button. 

 

 6.1  Grid mode 

When you create a new drawing in AutoCAD the screen will show, by default, a grid of horizontal 
and vertical lines.  There are two types of lines in this grid. 

- Thick lines: The distance between these lines is 50 mm. 
- Thin lines: The distance between these lines is 10 mm. 

The grid mode allows you to make this grid visible or invisible. 

The grid can be shown/hidden by clicking the Gridmode button in the Status bar: 

 

This grid is totally independent from the snap command.  Nevertheless, one of its main utilities 
is showing where the points of the snap command are.  To do so, you have to define the same 
distance between points in the Snap mode and the Gridmode. 
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Changing the distance between lines in the grid  

To change de distance between lines in the grid you need to click the arrow 
on the right side of the Snap mode button.  Then you need to select the Snap 
settings… option: 

The Snap Settings window will appear.  You only need to define the new 
values in the Grid spacing section of the Snap and Grid tab, and then click the OK button. 

 

 6.2  Snap application.  Isometric drawing (3º ESO) 

One of the most useful applications for the Snapmode in AutoCAD is that it allows you to draw 
the Isometric perspective of a piece in a very easy way. 

You just need to follow these three steps: 

1. Activate the Snapmode by clicking the snapmode button in the Status bar. 
2. Change the shape of the grid to isometric.  To do so click the Snap settings in the 

snapmode button and the Snap Settings window will appear.  Now you have to select the 
Isometric snap option in the Snap type section of the Snap and Grid tab, and then click 
the OK button. 

 

To go back to the rectangular snap option, you need to go back to the previous step and select the 
Rectangular snap option. 

If you try to draw a line now, and you look at the cursor you will see that its shape has changed.  
Now, the two lines that define it are not perpendicular, you will have one of these situations: 

 

 

 

 

Left isoplane Top isoplane Right isoplane 
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In every situation the cursor is showing the plane you are going to be drawing.  To change from 
one plane to other you have to press the F5 key. 

1. Activate now the Orthomode option by clicking the Orthomode button in the status bar. 
2. To draw now a line, you only have to select the isoplane you want to draw it (by clicking 

the F5 key as many times as you need), select the direction and specify the length of the 
line in the usual way. 

 7 . Drawing circles 

To draw a circle, click the Circle tool in the Draw panel of the Home tab:  

Alternatively, you can type circle or just c in the Command window, and then 
press Enter or the Spacebar. 

Any of these actions activate the default option of the CIRCLE command.  
AutoCAD will require first the center of the circle and then its radius. 

AutoCAD can draw a circle in six different ways.  Depending on the 
information you have about the circle you can select among these 
possibilities: 

- Center, Radius. 
- Center, Diameter. 
- 2 points (defining the diameter). 
- 3 points. 
- Tangent, Tangent, Radius. 
- Tangent, Tangent, Tangent. 

To select any of these methods you only need to click on the word 
Circle to expand the popup menu and select the option you like. 

AutoCAD will ask you for the required information. 
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 8 . Drawing arcs 

Arc: Any unbroken part of the edge of a circumference. 

There are eleven different ways of drawing an arc in AutoCAD: 

- 3 Points. 
- Start, Center, Angle. 
- Start, Center, End. 
- Start, Center, Length. 
- Start, End, Angle. 
- Start, End, Direction. (The third point specifies the tangent 

direction for the start point). 
- Start, End, Radius. 
- Center, Start, Angle. 
- Center, Star, End. 
- Center, Start, Length. 
- Continue. (It allows you to continue an arc from the previous 

point). 

To draw a circle, click the Arc tool in the Draw panel of the Home 
tab, select the option you are interested in. 

Then give AutoCAD the required information. 

 

 9 . Drawing rectangles 

A rectangle is defined in AutoCAD by the position of two opposite 
corners.  To draw a rectangle, click the Rectangle tool in the Draw 
panel of the Home tab:  

 Now click two diagonal points for the rectangle as illustrated. 

 

 10 . Drawing regular polygons 

Regular polygon: A plane (two-dimensional) shape with straight sides that has all sides and interior 
angles equal. 

Regular polygons are drawn using the Polygon command.  To activate this command, you first 
need to click on the triangle next the rectangle button in the Draw 
panel of the Home tab. 

A popup menu will appear and there you need to select the 
polygon button: 
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AutoCAD is going to ask you now about the polygon: 

First you have to specify the number of sides in the piece.   

Then you can select one of the two following options: 

Center point option:   

Default option.   

- First you need to define the position of the center.  
- Now AutoCAD is going to ask you to select between two options: 

 

 

 

 

- To finish you need to type the radius of circle associated to the polygon. 

 Edge option:  

It draws the polygon by defining two of its consecutive corners.  They determine the length and 
orientation of all the other sides in the polygon. 

To activate this option after defining the number of sides you need to select the Edge option. To 
do so you only need to type “e” after defining the number of sides. 

This way of working has to do with the way AutoCAD used to work in old versions.  If you take a 
look at the command window after defining the number of sides you will see this: 

 

That means that the default option is the one working with the center of the polygon option and 
that if you want to change to the edge option you need to type Edge or the letters in capitals (E in 
this case). 

 11 . Drawing Ellipses, ISOCIRCLE (3º ESO) 

AutoCAD allows you to draw ellipses.  If you have understood how to draw lines, circles, arcs and 
rectangles, learning how to draw ellipses would be very simple for you, try to find the way. 

The most interesting options for us is the possibility of drawing a figure 
called Isocircle.  An isocircle is an ellipse that when you are drawing in an 
isometric plane will be seen as a perfect circle. 

If you want to draw an isocircle the procedure is: 

- On the status bar, click  
- Choose which isoplane orientation that you want to use: Left, Right, 

or Top.  To do so, on the status bar, Isodraft button, click the dropdown arrow and choose 
an option  

- At the Isodraft prompt in the Command window, enter ELLIPSE.  
- At prompt, enter i (Isocircle).  
- Follow the steps AutCAD is giving you. 
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 12 . Dimensions 

AutoCAD allows to “almost” automatically define the dimension for a drawing.  To add 
dimensions to your drawings you must use the elements in the Annotation panel in the Home tab: 

 

Before adding dimensions to your drawing, you need to select the type of dimension you want to 
use.  To do so you must click the triangle next to the Linear option in the previous picture.  A popup 
menu will open showing you the different options, the most important are: 
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- Aligned: You have to click the two points that define 
the ends of the line to measure.  Then you have to 
move the mouse cursor to select the position for the 
dimension line.  The dimension line will be parallel to 
the line we have defined with the two points. 

- Linear: Just like the previous one but they can be 
horizontal, vertical, or aligned. You can create an 
aligned, horizontal, or vertical dimension depending 
on how you move the cursor when placing the text. 

 
- Angular: It defines the angle of and arc.  The arc will 

be defined by clicking on it or clicking the two lines 
that define it. 

- Radius: It defines the rardius of a circle or an arc.  You only have to click in the border of 
the piece. 

- Diameter: Just like the previous one but it gives the measure of the diameter. 

After selecting the type of dimensions you want to apply you just need to click the Dimensions 
button and start adding them. 

There are other options in this menu but they are too specific and we are not going to study them 
this year. 

Sometimes it can be interesting to change some of the parameters in the dimensions (e.g. change 
the size of the arrows in the dimension lines).  The procedure to do this is a little bit complex and 
we will study it next year.   

 13 . Selecting type and color lines 

The style and color of any line can be modified using the 
options included in the properties panel in the Home Tab: 

First you need to select the elements you want to 
change and then: 

Color line 

The default color for a line is the ByLayer color.  We will talk about it later when we talk about 
layers.  Usually this color will be white on the screen and black when you print your drawing. 

To change this color, you just need to click in the first dropdown menu and a table of colors will 
appear.  Select the color you like and this will apply to the selected lines. 

Line weight 

This refers to the thickness of the line.  By default, the value is again ByLayer.  To change this 
value, you need to click in the second dropdown menu and select the number you like. 
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Linetype 

Now we are talking about the type of line we are using.  To change the type of line you have to 
use the third drop-down menu.  If you want to use style of line different from the ones in the list, 
you have to click the “Other...” button and then the “Load...” button to choose the desired style of 
line. 

In the templates you are using to do your exercises we have add the HIDDENX2 type of line.  You 
need to use this type of line to draw hidden lines. 

 14 . Layers 

AutoCAD allows to sort different drawings as if they were made on transparent pieces of paper.   
Each of these pieces of paper is called a layer.  AutoCAD allows to select the layers you want to 
visualize at any time.  So, you can see the layers as a whole, some of them or even just one specific 
layer. 

This property gives you a lot of options.  For example, in complex drawings it can be a good idea 
to create different layers for every kind of object (e.g. one specific layer for the dimensions... or 
maybe in a house plans you can create a layer for the structure, a different one for the walls, another 
one for the furniture...) 

You can create as many layers as you want in a drawing.   

Usually it is a good idea to define a color and a type of line for every layer, this will allow you to 
distinguish the elements in each layer when you see the complete set of layers. 

You can create and configure layers in your drawings by using the layers panel in the Home Tab: 

 

To create a new layer, you have to click the Layer Properties button y the previous panel.  The 
Layers property manager will open: 

 

Now you must click the button on the left side of the box marked in the previous picture, New 
layer. You will obtain this: 
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A new layer appears mark in a blue background.  To define the properties of this new layer you 
only have to select the field you want to change and select the new property. 

From left to right, the meaning of these properties is: 

- Status:  One of the layers will be mark with a green tic (Layer 0 in the picture).  The layer 
with the tick is the active layer.  That means that anything you draw will be place in the 
selected layer (layer 0).  To change the active layer, you have to double-click in the Status 
sign of the layer you want to activate. 

- Name: You can give a specific name to each layer.  This is interesting when we are using 
several layers (e.g. we can name Dimensions to the layer containing all the dimensions). 

- On:  This icon has two positions.  If the lightbulb is on, it means that the layer will be 
shown.  All the objects in the layer will be visible on the screen.  If the lightbulb is off, the 
layer will be hidden when we close the layer properties manager, and all the objects in 
the layer will be invisible. 

- Freeze: When a Layer is frozen, its entities are protected and invisible. 
- Lock: When a Layer is locked, its entities are protected but visible. 
- Color: It defines the default color for the lines in this Layer. The default option is white. 
- Linetype: It defines the default kind of line for all the objects in the Layer.  If you want to 

change the style of line you must click in the cell and select the line you want.  You can 
only choose between the lines previously charged in the program.  It the line you are 
interested is not in the Linetype list you have to click the Load… button and proceed as we 
saw when we study the types of lines. 

- LineWeight: It defines the default value for the weight of the lines in the layer. 

Once all the layers have been created, you can use the drop-down menu in the right side of the 
layers panel in the Home Tab to move between layers or change any property on them by double-
clicking. 

 


